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Abstract
The results of beam-beam simulations for LEP at 87 GeV are reported. Three
congurations are considered, with horizontal/vertical phase advances in the arcs
of 90/60, 108/60 and 108/90 degrees. Two sets of errors { small and large { are
used on the phase advances in the arcs, the -functions at the collision points, the
bunch populations, and the horizontal and vertical osets at the collision points.
Results are given for the ratio L=L
0
of the observed luminosity and that achieved





) with smaller values of L=L
0
are identied as resonances, driven by
the beam-beam collisions and the errors. For the 108/60 conguration and eight




for a bunch current I
b











Beam-beam simulations with the program of S. Myers [1] were recently done for LEP2 by
J.F. Perrin for three LEP congurations. I included a brief summary of the results in my
talk [2] on Beam-Beam Eects as a Function of the Tunes during the Sixth Workshop on LEP
Performance at Chamonix, 15 to 19 January 1996.
In this paper, I report the results of beam-beam simulations with my own program [3] for
the same three LEP congurations, shown in Tab. 1. I label the congurations by their phase




, are even in the 90/60 and 108/60 congurations, and odd in the 108/90 conguration.
The horizontal tunes of the 90/60 and 108/60 congurations dier by twelve units, which is
a multiple of four, the periodicity of the beam-beam eects. I assume a rather small ratio
between the vertical and horizontal emittances, and a nominal vertical beam-beam tune shift
parameter 
y
= 0:045. I obtain the bunch populations N and bunch currents I
b
listed in the
lower part of Tab. 1. The nominal luminosity L
0
would be reached with eight bunches in each
beam if the two beams collide head-on without any blowup of the horizontal and vertical beam
radii. My earlier beam-beam simulations for LEP are described in [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
and [11].
Table 1: LEP Parameters at 87 GeV
Horizontal phase advance 90 108 108
Vertical phase advance 60 60 90
Energy E
e
[GeV] 87 87 87
Transverse decrement/turn 9.626E-03 9.626E-03 9.626E-03
Horizontal emittance 
x








[m] 4.26E-10 2.80E-10 2.80E-10
Nominal horizontal tune Q
x
90.298 102.287 103.287





[m] 1.25 1.25 1.25
Even-pit vertical 
y
[m] 0.05 0.05 0.05
Odd-pit horizontal 
x
[m] 25.24 25.24 25.24
Odd-pit vertical 
y
[m] 30 30 30
Vertical oset in odd pits [mm] 4.72 4.72 4.72
Vertical beam-beam parameter 
y
0.045 0.045 0.045
Horizontal beam-beam parameter 
x
0.0225 0.0225 0.0225
Bunch population N 3.71E+11 2.44E+11 2.44E+11
Bunch current I
b







] 9.26E+31 6.09E+31 6.09E+31
I include the following types of errors, and for each of them I use a small and a large value
which should bracket the errors in LEP:









=2 = 0:03 for the
large errors.
2
2. Bunch population errors with a Gaussian distribution and standard deviations N=N =
0:1 for the small errors, and N=N = 0:3 for the large errors.

















= 0:3 for the
large errors.
4. In some of the simulation runs, I also include horizontal and vertical collision osets with a









= 0:3 for the large errors.
I present six sets of results, for the three LEP congurations and two sets of errors each.

















= 0:385. For each combination of the tunes, I run
ten cases with dierent random seeds, and average over them. I show two-dimensional plots of
the ratio of the observed luminosity L to the luminosity L
0
in the absence of any blowup. The
right halves of all gures show a surface plot of L=L
0
as a function of the two tunes. The left
halves of all gures show a \box" graph of L=L
0
as a function of the two tunes. The abscissa
in the left graph and the abscissa pointing to the right in the right graph of all gures is the
horizontal tune. The ordinate in the left graph and the abscissa pointing to the left in the
right graph of all gures is the vertical tune. The size of the boxes in the left graph and the
ordinate in the right graph of all gures shows the luminosity L in units of the luminosity L
0
achieved in the absence of any beam blow-up. The maximum and minimum of the sides of the




The results for the 90/60 conguration with the rst three types of small errors are shown in
Fig. 1, and those with the rst three types of large errors in Fig. 2.
2.2 108/60 Conguration
The results for the 108/60 conguration with the rst three types of small errors are shown in
Fig. 3, and those with the rst three types of large errors in Fig. 4.
2.3 108/90 Conguration
The results for the 108/90 conguration with the rst three types of small errors are shown in
Fig. 5, and those with the rst three types of large errors in Fig. 6.
3 Discussion
3.1 Resonances
All LEP congurations have in common a deep valley in L=L
0
when the fractional part q
y
of the vertical tune is just above the fractional part q
x
of the horizontal tune. This valley is
3




= 0, and driven by the beam-
beam collisions [3]. Its width and depth are not particularly aected by the errors. Head-on
beam-beam collisions only drive resonances of even order with even coecients of the tunes
[12].
All LEP congurations with the large errors have in common a rather deep valley in L=L
0
when the fractional part q
x
of the horizontal tune is just below one quarter. This valley is not
visible with the small errors.


















respectively. These valleys might be due to systematic sixth-order resonances, driven by the
beam-beam collisions. These resonances are not observed in the 108/90 conguration, since
the driving harmonics, 218 and 182, are not systematically excited.
The 108/90 LEP conguration has another valley in the luminosity when the fractional part
q
x
of the horizontal tune is just above one third. This valley might be caused by the systematic
6Q
x
= 620 resonance. This resonance is not observed in the 90/60 and 108/60 congurations,
since its driving harmonics, 542 and 614, are not systematically excited.
3.2 Optimum working regions




, the scaled luminosity L=L
0
, the luminosity




for the three LEP congurations and







smaller than in the machines with the small errors. Adding the fourth set of large errors, the






. The highest ratio
L=L
0
is achieved in the 108/60 machine, the second highest in the 90/60 machine, and lowest
ratio in the 108/90 machine. Compared to the order found by J.F. Perrin, the 90/60 and 108/60
machines are interchanged. My values of L=L
0
are higher than those given by J.F. Perrin, who
nds L=L
0
 0:52 for the 90/60 machine, L=L
0
 0:42 for the 108/60 machine, and L=L
0
 0:38
for the 108/90 machine. For head-on collisions, a well-known relation between bunch current






















90/60 3S 0.67 0.385 0.175 0.89 8.2E+31 0.024 0.033 2.70
90/60 3L 0.67 0.385 0.205 0.76 7.0E+31 0.024 0.024 2.30
108/60 0.44 0.355 0.175 1.00 6.1E+31 0.025 0.040 2.89
108/60 3S 0.44 0.385 0.205 0.96 5.8E+31 0.024 0.039 2.96
108/60 3L 0.44 0.385 0.205 0.79 4.8E+31 0.024 0.033 3.03
108/60 4S 0.44 0.325 0.175 0.89 5.4E+31 0.023 0.035 2.85
108/60 4L 0.44 0.355 0.205 0.59 3.6E+31 0.016 0.033 4.03
108/60 4S 0.62 0.265 0.205 0.63 7.7E+31 0.022 0.032 2.56
108/60 4L 0.62 0.265 0.205 0.49 6.0E+31 0.022 0.027 2.79
108/90 3S 0.44 0.385 0.205 0.82 5.0E+31 0.021 0.036 3.17
108/90 3L 0.44 0.385 0.205 0.70 4.3E+31 0.022 0.033 3.38
4
Ib
, vertical beam-beam tune shift 
y
















, and all remaining quantities have their traditional





=L to be approximately constant. Tab. 2 shows to what extent this is true. This ratio
seems to grow with the errors which is not unreasonable bearing in mind that the luminosity
drops faster than the beam-beam tune shift 
y
when there are osets between the two beams.






which are separately averaged over
bunches, beams, turns and random seeds, and that Eq. (1) which must hold for any collision
need not hold for the averages.
3.3 Eects of errors














Between them are large at regions with L=L
0
 1. These should be compared to the results
for the 108/60 conguration with the rst three types of errors, shown for the small set in
Fig. 3, and for the large set in Fig. 4. Adding these errors causes a drop in L=L
0
by about 4 %
for the small set, and by about 21 % for the large set.
The results for the 108/60 conguration with all four types of errors are shown in Fig. 8 for
the small set, and in Fig. 9 for the large set. Adding the small horizontal and vertical osets
reduces the ratio L=L
0
by 7%, compared to the case with only the rst three types of small
errors, shown in Fig. 3. Adding the large horizontal and vertical osets reduces the ratio L=L
0
by 25%, compared to the case with only the rst three types of large errors, shown in Fig. 4.
The results for the luminosity ratio L=L
0
are dominated by the systematic beam-beam
resonances, as long as the machine errors are either absent or have the small values. With the
set of large machine errors, extra resonances appear which split the working region into smaller
pieces, reduce the optimum performance, and make it more dicult to adjust the tunes to the
optimum values. Therefore, it is appropriate to take steps such that the machine errors remain
smaller than those assumed for the large errors.
3.4 Higher Beam-Beam Tune Shifts
The simulations show that the luminosity ratio L=L
0
is smaller than unity because the vertical
beam radius 
y
becomes larger than the assumed initial value. Therefore, the vertical beam-
beam tune shift 
y
will become smaller than the assumed initial value 
y
= 0:045. In order
to get closer to the vertical beam-beam limit, I have repeated the simulation of the 108/60





by the same factor to 
y
 0:064, and the bunch current to I
b
 0:622 mA, and






. The results are shown in Fig. 10
for the small errors, and in Fig. 11 for the large errors, and summarised in Tab. 2. The highest
luminosity is achieved at Q
x
= 102:265 and Q
y
= 76:205. The fractional part of the horizontal
tune is 0.09 to 0.12 units lower than those shown in Tab. 2 for the lower bunch current. With
the small errors, the highest luminosity ratio is L=L
0
 0:63, and the luminosity becomes




. The beam-beam tune shifts are 
x
 0:022 and 
y
 0:032. Compared
to the case with all four small errors and the nominal bunch current, the luminosity increases
5
by about 43 %. With the large errors, the highest luminosity ratio is L=L
0
 0:49, and the









 0:027. Compared to the case with all four large errors and the nominal bunch current,
the luminosity increases by about 54 %.
4 Conclusions
Beam-beam simulations for three LEP congurations and two sets of up to four types of errors
yield dierent scaled luminosities L=L
0
for the three congurations. From this point of view, the
best conguration is 108/60, followed by 90/60, and 108/90 is last. In the absence of errors and
with the set of small errors, the behaviour is dominated by systematic beam-beam resonances.





) into smaller pieces, make it more dicult to nd good regions, and reduce the
luminosity further. Hence, it would be appropriate to keep the errors in LEP smaller than the
values assumed for the small set.
In the 108/60 conguration with a bunch current I
b
= 0:44 mA, the predicted peak




with the rst three sets of small errors, and drops




with all four sets of small errors. At the higher bunch current
I
b




with all four sets of
small errors. This prediction is smaller than that given by Gareyte in Chamonix [13] who
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Figure 1: Scaled luminosity in the 90/60 conguration with the rst three types of small errors
(09:41{09:50)
Figure 2: Scaled luminosity in the 90/60 conguration with the rst three types of large errors
(12:31{12:40)
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Figure 3: Scaled luminosity in the 108/60 conguration with the rst three types of small errors
(08:11{08:20).
Figure 4: Scaled luminosity in the 108/60 conguration with the rst three types of large errors
(08:41{08:50).
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Figure 5: Scaled luminosity in the 108/90 conguration with the rst three types of small errors
(09:01{09:10).
Figure 6: Scaled luminosity in the 108/90 conguration with the rst three types of large errors
(15:11{15:20)
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Figure 7: Scaled luminosity in the 108/60 conguration without any errors (09:11{09:20)
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Figure 8: Scaled luminosity in the 108/60 conguration with all four types of small errors
(11:21{11:30)
Figure 9: Scaled luminosity in the 108/60 conguration with all four types of large errors
(16:21{16:30)
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Figure 10: Scaled luminosity in the 108/60 conguration with all four types of small errors and
increased bunch current I
b
 0:622 mA (10:11{10:20)
Figure 11: Scaled luminosity in the 108/60 conguration with all four types of large errors and
increased bunch current I
b
 0:622 mA (10:01{10:10)
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